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Essential guidelines for 
assessing the NETS for Students
The popular wisdom today is that kids are far more
comfortable with technology than most of their 
parents and teachers. Stories of plugged-in kids 
surfing the Web, text-messaging friends, posting 
to blogs and playing multiuser games—often at the
same time—can make us forget that not all K–12 
students enjoy the same access to these technologies
and resources. Nor does the fact that many students
surf and chat every day necessarily mean they have
the technology skills they need to succeed in the 21st

century. How can educators go beyond popular
images and anecdotes to accurately measure their
students’ ability to use technology effectively for
learning? ISTE’s new book on student technology
assessment shows you how.

Resources for Student Assessment examines 
current best practices at the site, district, and state
levels, and provides a detailed set of guidelines 
for creating and choosing valid, reliable tests of 
technology literacy. In this era of increased 
accountability and high-stakes testing, this book
gives teachers, administrators, and policy makers 
at every level a host of resources to inform their
decision making on NETS assessment.

FEATURES
• NETS•S performance rubrics detailing specific 

technology achievement targets for grades PK–12

• Comprehensive survey of technology assessment 
options and concepts

• Models for creating classroom-level tests that 
combine content-area and technology assessment 

• Case studies of large-scale district, state, and 
national assessment initiatives
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A Glance Inside
Resources for Student Assessment offers a wealth 

of assessment resources, including NETS-based 
performance rubrics, models for classroom assessment, 

and case studies of large-scale testing initiatives.
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NETS•S performance rubrics describe in detail what students
should know and be able to do at each grade level.

Case studies of current district and
state initiatives provide insights and
guidelines for building valid, scalable
technology assessments for larger
populations.

Descriptions and comparisons of question types and testing
options help educators at every level choose the most
appropriate assessment for their needs and setting.



NETS for Administrators

NETS for Students Curriculum Series
Upcoming books in this series will focus on foreign language, grade 9–12 math, and more!
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